
Motivation of the work
The term Smart Grid (SG) refers to electrical networks formed by
a combination of energy active and IT systems which allows
to provide electricity from different energy sources in an
efficient, flexible and adaptable way. SGs will play a critical role in
 the future of electric power supply as they enable the integration 
of Distributed Generation (DG) [1] in the grid.

There are two key elements of the SG:
1. the protocols used to exchange information amonngst the 
different nodes
2. the Machine Learning (ML) algortihms used to predict  
critical events (e.g. requency change) and intruct the nodes
to act accordingly to keep the system operative and stable.

Currently different protocols are being used in SG 
applications. However there are not SG-specific. This work will
dissertate about its feasability to handle situations 
where low-latency is required with existing 
protocols.

Regarding the ML algortihms to predict 
critical situations several approaches 
are being used. This work will 
explore the suitability of
Cortical Learning 
Algortihm (CLA) [2]
 for critical events
prediction.

Research plan

A. Clasify and study the performance of existing
application protocols.

B. Propose modifications to improve its performance
in termf of functionality and latency.

1. Application protocol

Thesis objectives 
1. Compare standardized application
layer protocols used in SG in terms of 
functional and non-functional 
requirements to handle critical events.

2.  Propose modifications to improve
the performance of one protocol in
terms of latency.

3. Use CLA to predict a critical 
parameters of SG networks. 

4. Simulate a reference SG model to 
validate the protocol improvements 
and the performance of CLA to
predict SG parameters.     

References

Next year planning
Definition of  requirements for application protocols 
and comparison of standardized alternatives. Focus on SG requirements,  
especially asyncrhonous event notification in case of  critical event. 

Identify SG critical parameters and simulation models. Identification of 
all the parameters which are necessary to predict in a SG system to warrant 
the stability of the system. Study SG IEEE defined models.

Define SDR encoder from SG model. Define an optimal SDR encoder to input 
the status of the SG system into the CLA in order to make a useful prediction of 
SG future parameters. 

Results and 
discussions

Neither defintive  results nor 
conclusions:

1. There is not a clear winner in SG 
protocols. Dependency on specific
application and commercial criteria.

2. Protocols are designed for
generic M2M applications, not
specific protocols for SG. 

3. CLA is already being used  SG 
applications [5]. It expected to perform 
well but there is not a strong evidence
that it perfoms better than other ML
 algorithms. 
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2. CLA application for SG parameter prediction

a. Study SG specific critical parameters and all the
external and internal variables.

b. Define a suitable SDR [4] encoder to input the
information from the SG system.

a. Study and choose the right tools to simulate
the SG and the communication infrastructure.

b. Find a reference SG model to be simulated.

                c. Implement the CLA model: encoders
                       and interaction with the model. 

CoAP: RFC7252. Designed for M2M. UDP/IP

XMPP: RFC6120standard. IEEE adopted [3]. TCP/IP. 

MQTT: ISO standard. TCP/IP

AMQP: Open standard. TCP/IP 
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